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iiivént’ionrelates top-a, toy for the education‘ 
and entertainment'ofa childi ' ‘ ' 

Among the objects of my invention is to pro 
vide a toy forthe educationand amusement of 
a child.‘ My device" embodies an improved con 
struction entirety a‘? ‘child may spell ' a ‘word; and 
?nd proof of its correct spelling; Myi dévicé‘als‘oi 
makes spelling attractive‘ and interesting. My 
device issimple, improved and economical in con 
struction; lasting in wear and fascinating in pp‘ 
e'ratijori. It Will’ hold the attention and ‘interest 
of children‘ and is ‘extremelyzuseful as a means 

' fol'mprdvi‘ding kifdWIédgELa-ild‘education. , 
My invention also contemplates such other ‘ob 

jects; advantages and capabilities as will-later 
more fully appear and which are vinherentlyIp‘os 
sess'efd by niy'inventions - V " g , I 7 

‘While ,rliave shown ‘herein a preferred >_ _ . _ 
bodiment ‘of my invention, yet I vv‘vish it und‘éF 
stood that it is susceptible of modi?cation and 
change without departing from the spirit of my 
invention. 7» 

Referring to the drawings, Fig. 1 is a face view 
of my device; Fig. 2 is an edge elevational view; 
Fig. 3 is a sectional view on line 3-3 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 4 is a detailed view of my illustrations and 
color scheme; Fig. 5 is a face view of the discs 
with the cover removed; Fig. 6 is an enlarged 
sectional view of the disc group; Fig. 7 is a sec» 
tional view on line 1——1 of Fig. 5. 
The embodiment selected to illustrate my in 

vention comprises a base I 0 on which are an 
chored spaced pins Ii, I2 and I3. Two of the 
pins II and I2 are preferably placed at oppo 
site portions of the base slightly below center and 
the third pin I3 is placed in the upper central 
portion of the base between the other two pins. 
Rotatably mounted on pin-s II and [2 are major 
discs I 4. Also rotatably mounted on pins II and 
I2 are minor discs I5 which are smaller in dimen 
sion than major discs I4, and are vertically spaced 
therefrom by spacers I 6. 
Around the outer margins of each of the major 

and minor discs I4 and I5 are spaced the letters 
I ‘I of the alphabet and a blank space. Spaced 
inwardly from said letters in each of said discs is 
a ring of spaced depressions It at the bottoms 
of which are the letters of the alphabet and a 
blank space. The minor discs are of such size 
that the marginal circle of spaced letters I‘! in 
each of the minor discs I5 is spaced from and 
does not overlap the circle I8 of depressed letters 
in major discs I 4. 
A third minor disc I9 is rotatably mounted on 

pin I3. Said disc I9 also has a margina1 circle 
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[*1 of spaced letters and a space and ‘inwardly 
thereof a ring ‘of spaced'depression's?l containing 
letters and a'sbac‘e'. Disc I9'is partially overlapped 
by major‘discjs'" I4 but spacers 20 on base I 0 per 

/ mit major‘ discs m to rotate above third case 
Ill. The bdttonisa‘hd 'topi'portions of disc I9 are 
{its from cvena'pping by major discs I4 and I5. 

cover 2I' is attached by suitable means to 
tile back ‘crease It‘ and‘ extends over the discs 
I4, _ IS‘jand' ‘I; ‘and ‘is slightly spaced tliereabové 
bybuild up’ 22' attach‘ d‘ to the face of base It. 
At the outer portions of the face. of the cover 

2|‘ are cui'v (1, one‘ rigs 23 exposing. a portion of 
'8" of major disc's ‘I4. 

‘spaced ‘inwardly from openings 23 of cover "2! 
are‘ curved cut out portions 24 exposing a 
portion cfspaced-iicpréssicns is or minor discs I5. 

_‘ Atltlié“ upper portion of the’ cover-"2i is a curved 
slot 25 expense 5. screen of spaced depressions 
I8 of the third disc I9. 
In the central portion of the cover are ?ve 

spaced Windows or holes 26, 21, 28, 29 and 30. 
Hole ‘26 is positioned to expose one of the letters 
or the‘space of marginal circle ll of minor. disc 
I5 on the left hand side of the device. Hole 21 
is positioned to expose one of the letters or the 
space of marginal circle ll of major disc I4 on 
the left hand side of the device. Hole 28 is po 
sitioned to expose one of the letters or the space 
of marginal circle I‘! of third disc I9. Hole 29 
is positioned to expose one of the letters or the 
space of the marginal circle I’! of major disc I 4 
on the right hand side of the device. Hole 3!! 
is positioned to expose one of the letters or the 
space of the marginal circle ll of minor disc I5 
on the right hand side of the device. 
A plurality of spaces 3i are provided in the 

cover for illustrating and spelling suggested prob 
lems for the child user. 
Another feature of my device is the de?nite 

coloring of the discs and the central openings 
to guide the child. For instance minor disc to the 
left I5 and opening 25 are colored yellow; major 
disc to the left l4 and opening 2'! are blue; third 
disc I9 and opening 28 are red; major disc to the 
right I4 and opening 29 are green and minor 
disc to the right [5 and opening 30 are orange. 
Other colors could of course be used. 
For illustration of use, a. child sees “horse”shown 

in one of the spaces 3|. He notes the H is yellow 
so he‘ dials yellow minor disc I5 to left until H 
is at the lower corner of curved opening 24. This 
positions H in yellow window 26. The O is blue 
so he dials blue major disc I4 on the left until 
0 is at the lower corner of cut out portion 23. 
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This positions 0 inblue window 21. R being red, 
he dials red third disc 19 until R is at the extreme 
right in slot 25. This positions R in red win 
dow 28. S is green, so he dials green major disc 
19 on the right'until S is at the lower corner 01’. 
cut out portion 23. This positions S in green 
window 29. The final letter E is orange, so he 
dials orange minor disc IS on the right until E is 
at the lower right hand corner of opening 24. 
This positions E in orange window 30. 

This completes the correct spelling of “horse” 
for the child’s information and amusement. 
The child ?nds proof of the correct spelling of 

“horse” in space 31. This will con?rm his cor 
rect spelling of “horse” in windows ‘26, 21, 28, 29 
and 39. I 
Any word from two to ?ve letters may be spelled 

by the child by use of the dials and the result will 
be shown in the windows. When less than ?ve 
letters are used, the space in the last one, two 
orthree dials is dialed so thatthe space on the 
marginal circle will register in the windows. 
My depressions 18 are formed as follows: My 

discs l4, l5, and ill have cut therethrough, a 
plurality of holes. The bottoms of said holes are 
covered by a backing of paper or other suitable 
thin material, on which the letters or other mark 
ings appear. The backing being thin,‘and be 
hind the discs, and not ?lling the holes cut in 
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the thicker discs, leaves the depressions into 30 
which the child may place his ?ngers for dialing. 
The outer ends of curved slots 23, 24, and 25, 

act as stops in the dialing for determining the 
letter or other marking chosen to be dialed. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
An educational toy comprising a base, a pair 

of spaced pins attached’ to opposite portions of 
said base, a major 'disc rotatably mounted on 
each of said pins, a minor disc rotatably mount 
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4 
ed on each of said pins, spacers spacing said 
major discs vertically from said minor discs, a 
third pin attached to said base between said pair 
of pins, a third disc rotatably mounted on said 
third pin, all of said discs having a marginal 
circle of spaced letters and spaced inwardly there 
from a ring of letters, said circle of said minor 
discs spaced from said ring of said major discs 
so as not to overlap same, a cover attached to 
said base, said cover having curved slots for ex 
posing portions of said rings of letters of all of 
said discs so that said discs may be turned from 

I the front of the toy, said cover also having a plu 
rality of spaced windows each exposing one at a 
time of the letters of said circles of each of said 
discs, said windows being in alignment so that 
the letters exposedthrough said windows may 
spell out a word, said discs adapted to be moved 
until desired letters of said rings are positioned 
at the lowermost corners of said slots to produce 
corresponding letters of said marginal circles to 
be exposed through said windows. 
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